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Chapter 2 The Fertile Crescent
"Fascinating.... Lays a foundation for understanding human history."—Bill Gates In this "artful, informative, and delightful"
(William H. McNeill, New York Review of Books) book, Jared Diamond convincingly argues that geographical and
environmental factors shaped the modern world. Societies that had had a head start in food production advanced beyond
the hunter-gatherer stage, and then developed religion --as well as nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and
adventured on sea and land to conquer and decimate preliterate cultures. A major advance in our understanding of
human societies, Guns, Germs, and Steel chronicles the way that the modern world came to be and stunningly
dismantles racially based theories of human history. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science,
the Rhone-Poulenc Prize, and the Commonwealth club of California's Gold Medal.
We are what we eat: this aphorism contains a profound truth about civilization, one that has played out on the world
historical stage over many millennia of human endeavor. Using the colorful diaries of a sixteenth-century merchant as a
narrative guide, Empires of Food vividly chronicles the fate of people and societies for the past twelve thousand years
through the foods they grew, hunted, traded, and ate—and gives us fascinating, and devastating, insights into what to
expect in years to come. In energetic prose, agricultural expert Evan D. G. Fraser and journalist Andrew Rimas tell
gripping stories that capture the flavor of places as disparate as ancient Mesopotamia and imperial Britain, taking us from
the first city in the once-thriving Fertile Crescent to today’s overworked breadbaskets and rice bowls in the United States
and China, showing just what food has meant to humanity. Cities, culture, art, government, and religion are founded on
the creation and exchange of food surpluses, complex societies built by shipping corn and wheat and rice up rivers and
into the stewpots of history’s generations. But eventually, inevitably, the crops fail, the fields erode, or the temperature
drops, and the center of power shifts. Cultures descend into dark ages of poverty, famine, and war. It happened at the
end of the Roman Empire, when slave plantations overworked Europe’s and Egypt’s soil and drained its vigor. It
happened to the Mayans, who abandoned their great cities during centuries of drought. It happened in the fourteenth
century, when medieval societies crashed in famine and plague, and again in the nineteenth century, when catastrophic
colonial schemes plunged half the world into a poverty from which it has never recovered. And today, even though we
live in an age of astounding agricultural productivity and genetically modified crops, our food supplies are once again in
peril. Empires of Food brilliantly recounts the history of cyclic consumption, but it is also the story of the future; of, for
example, how a shrimp boat hauling up an empty net in the Mekong Delta could spark a riot in the Caribbean. It tells
what happens when a culture or nation runs out of food—and shows us the face of the world turned hungry. The authors
argue that neither local food movements nor free market economists will stave off the next crash, and they propose their
own solutions. A fascinating, fresh history told through the prism of the dining table, Empires of Food offers a grand
scope and a provocative analysis of the world today, indispensable in this time of global warming and food crises.
Where can students visit an Egyptian pyramid, learn the Sumerian number system, study the ancient Chinese dynasties,
and explore the Mayan city of Chichen Itza? The Internet, of course! Armed with reproducible graphic organizers,
students go online and hone their research skills to learn about these and other ancient civilizations. Students then use
what they've learned to recreate a Mayan calendar, map out Mesopotamia, create a timeline of ancient Greece, and
more.
Excerpt from Foreword, written by Stuart Ross Taylor:"Are we really the pinnacle of 4500 million years of evolution?
Closely related to the aggressive chimpanzees, have we evolved enough to cope? The nightly news on television, that
mervelous technical invention of scientists, no turned into a field too barren to be termed a wastelad, provides little hope
that Homo sapiens is more than another of nature's failed experiments... "Will a more evolved species evolve in time?
Wayne notes the extraordinary achievements of the Ashkenazi Jews, separated in European ghettos for centuries,
whose descendants, now three percent of the US population, have gernered 27% of the Nobel Prizes awarded to that
country. In their enforced isolation, restricted to intellectually demanding occupations, did they evolve superior brains?
Perhaps there are grounds for hope before the unrestricted growth in population; the elephant in the attic falls through the
ceiling. Read this book. It tells us where we are, how we got there, and how we might escape disaster."
Issawi provides the first comprehensive history and economic analysis of the region encompassing Iraq, Syria, Lebanon,
Israel, Jordan, and a small part of Turkey.
Anyone with an interest in or love for cats, and all those who have owned a cat will find much to learn and enjoy in The
Cat: A Natural History.
Reevaluates the foundation myths of two rival factions in Egypt during the Ottoman era.
History has been taught in a boring way for far too long. A subject as moving and powerful as humanity's past should be
inviting, and when it is told well, it is. Susan Wise Bauer succeeds in telling the captivating story of history with her bestselling history series. Parents and young readers have fallen in love with her narrative history, The Story of the World,
and its accompanying Activity Book. Now teachers and home educators can take advantage of a new and valuable
learning tool. These easy-to-use tests and answer keys, successfully used by hundreds of parents and teachers, provide
an objective method for measuring retention of key facts, figures, and events from history. A combination of sequencing,
matching, short-answer, and essay-style questions gives students a chance to show what they've learned. Used with the
Activity Book and The Story of the World, the tests give educators a complete history curriculum for their elementary
school students.
Exploring history in global framework, Lockard's SOCIETIES, NETWORKS, AND TRANSITIONS: A GLOBAL HISTORY, Fourth
Edition, combines the accessibility and cultural richness of a regional approach with the rigor of comparative scholarship.
Emphasizing culture, social change, gender issues, economic patterns, science and religion, it helps you unravel the connections,
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encounters, cooperation and conflicts of world and regional history. The author includes profiles of individuals from various walks
of life as well as highlights social life and cultural artifacts such as music, literature and art. Extensively revised, the text
incorporates recent scholarship throughout, examines various debates among historians and explains how historians use original
documents. Insightful questions help you reflect on the historical significance of text material -- and how it relates to you. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Fertile Crescent, 1800-1914A Documentary Economic HistoryOxford University Press on Demand
This story is an insight into the views and understandings of someone raised in a strict Catholic family, forced to learn a religion at
the earliest age. This study was undertaken after a near lifetime of reflection upon the beliefs and the basis of his religious
teachings. This exercise in researching the teachings of the Catholic Church and Christian religion in general, exposes the triangle
of fear, guilt and doubt about the religion driven from Rome, that has cemented his personal beliefs. Living through the jungle of
regimented hypocrisy, lemming-like beliefs and teaching tactics, has provided the incentive to personally investigate the subject of
Christian religion and to learn as much as possible about the subject that has survived nearly two-thousand years.
World History: Cultures, States, and Societies to 1500 offers a comprehensive introduction to the history of humankind from
prehistory to 1500. Authored by six USG faculty members with advance degrees in History, this textbook offers up-to-date original
scholarship. It covers such cultures, states, and societies as Ancient Mesopotamia, Ancient Israel, Dynastic Egypt, India's
Classical Age, the Dynasties of China, Archaic Greece, the Roman Empire, Islam, Medieval Africa, the Americas, and the
Khanates of Central Asia. It includes 350 high-quality images and maps, chronologies, and learning questions to help guide
student learning. Its digital nature allows students to follow links to applicable sources and videos, expanding their educational
experience beyond the textbook. It provides a new and free alternative to traditional textbooks, making World History an invaluable
resource in our modern age of technology and advancement.
This volume deals with the history of the "common people" in the Middle East, both villagers and urban dwellers. It investigates
some of the characteristic traits of the structure and development of urban and rural society in pre-modern and modern Middle
Eastern history.
In 1922, Howard Carter peered into Tutankhamun’s tomb for the first time, the only light coming from the candle in his
outstretched hand. Urged to tell what he was seeing through the small opening he had cut in the door to the tomb, the Egyptologist
famously replied, “I see wonderful things.” Carter’s fabulous discovery is just one of the many spellbinding stories told in Three
Stones Make a Wall. Written by Eric Cline, an archaeologist with more than thirty seasons of excavation experience, this book
traces the history of archaeology from an amateur pursuit to the cutting-edge science it is today by taking the reader on a tour of
major archaeological sites and discoveries. Along the way, it addresses the questions archaeologists are asked most often: How
do you know where to dig? How are excavations actually done? How do you know how old something is? Who gets to keep what
is found? Taking readers from the pioneering digs of the eighteenth century to today’s exciting new discoveries, Three Stones
Make a Wall is a lively and essential introduction to the story of archaeology.
Increasingly, scholars in the humanities are calling for a reengagement with the natural sciences. Taking their cues from recent
breakthroughs in genetics and the neurosciences, advocates of “big history” are reassessing long-held assumptions about the
very definition of history, its methods, and its evidentiary base. In Scientific History, Elena Aronova maps out historians’
continuous engagement with the methods, tools, values, and scale of the natural sciences by examining several waves of their
experimentation that surged highest at perceived times of trouble, from the crisis-ridden decades of the early twentieth century to
the ruptures of the Cold War. The book explores the intertwined trajectories of six intellectuals and the larger programs they set in
motion: Henri Berr (1863–1954), Nikolai Bukharin (1888–1938), Lucien Febvre (1878–1956), Nikolai Vavilov (1887–1943), Julian
Huxley (1887–1975), and John Desmond Bernal (1901–1971). Though they held different political views, spoke different
languages, and pursued different goals, these thinkers are representative of a larger motley crew who joined the techniques,
approaches, and values of science with the writing of history, and who created powerful institutions and networks to support their
projects. In tracing these submerged stories, Aronova reveals encounters that profoundly shaped our knowledge of the past,
reminding us that it is often the forgotten parts of history that are the most revealing.
This anthology brought together the most important historical, legal, mythological, liturgical, and secular texts of the ancient Near
East, with the purpose of providing a rich contextual base for understanding the people, cultures, and literature of the Old
Testament. A scholar of religious thought and biblical archaeology, James Pritchard recruited the foremost linguists, historians,
and archaeologists to select and translate the texts. The goal, in his words, was "a better understanding of the likenesses and
differences which existed between Israel and the surrounding cultures." Before the publication of these volumes, students of the
Old Testament found themselves having to search out scattered books and journals in various languages. This anthology brought
these invaluable documents together, in one place and in one language, thereby expanding the meaning and significance of the
Bible for generations of students and readers. As one reviewer put it, "This great volume is one of the most notable to have
appeared in the field of Old Testament scholarship this century." Princeton published a follow-up companion volume, The Ancient
Near East in Pictures Relating to the Old Testament (1954), and later a one-volume abridgment of the two, The Ancient Near East:
An Anthology of Texts and Pictures (1958). The continued popularity of this work in its various forms demonstrates that
anthologies have a very important role to play in education--and in the mission of a university press.
The Changing Era of Diseases not only explores how to end humanity’s suffering from illness, but also attempts to explain the challenging
problems that may arise from the control of future disease. It provides a novel perspective on how to understand the changing patterns of
disease, disease development, and defense from an evolutionary point-of-view in an effort to ally the life sciences and historical approaches.
Topics cover the origin of disease, its pandemic infectious manifestation, chronic and late chronic diseases, strategies of the human body to
fight diseases, methods of ending diseases, and future medical systems are featured. The book is a valuable source for researchers
interested in systematic approaches to disease and students who are interested in understanding the evolution of diseases and how we have
succeeded in fighting them. Presents the concept of disease by demonstrating the transition of disease, from hunter-gatherers, to chronic
diseases in the modern society Demonstrates how the concept of mechanistic causality does not allow us to properly understand chronic
diseases Discusses the role that science and technology play in prolonging human life spans – and how that will lead to new healthcare
challenges in the future
Analysis of the transition to sedentary farming in the Fertile Crescent and the establishment of Neolithic culture based on major excavations
in Iraq.
This book gives students a basic understanding of the Middle East, its history, geography, economics, and the challenges it faces. In addition,
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this primer shows how the region's history continues to resonate and why America would want to fight two wars in the region in 1991 and
again in 2003. After reading this book, students will understand where the Middle East fits into the modern world and how important the
region is to world stability and prosperity.
This is the story of the bean, the staple food cultivated by humans for over 10,000 years. From the lentil to the soybean, every civilization on
the planet has cultivated its own species of bean. The humble bean has always attracted attention - from Pythagoras' notion that the bean
hosted a human soul to St. Jerome's indictment against bean-eating in convents (because they "tickle the genitals"), to current research into
the deadly toxins contained in the most commonly eaten beans. Over time, the bean has been both scorned as "poor man's meat" and
praised as health-giving, even patriotic. Attitudes to this most basic of foodstuffs have always revealed a great deal about a society. Featuring
a new preface from author Ken Albala, Beans: A History takes the reader on a fascinating journey across cuisines and cultures.
There are few rivers in the world which can boast a history as long and as colorful as the Tigris and Eurphrates. Known in ancient times as
Mesopotamia, the region between the two rivers and surrounding them is called the “Cradle of Civilization.” Sumer, the world’s first major
civilization, originated and grew up on the banks of the two rivers because of the fertile soil the rivers helped to produce. Several other
important civilizations, such as Babylonia and Assyria, followed Sumer in succeeding centuries. Many of the world’s most important
inventions, such as writing, originated here. But all is not well with the rivers today. Several countries compete for the previous, life–giving
water of the Tigris and Euphrates. Climate change threatens to reduce the amount of this water.
In A Cultural History of Aramaic, Holger Gzella comprehensively describes the history of Aramaic and its socio-cultural underpinnings as an
ongoing linguistic evolution between its emergence and the spread of Arabic through the Near East (ca. 1000 BCE-700 CE).
This comprehensive atlas explores the varied ritual practices and religious beliefs in the ancient cultural region thought to be the cradle of
civilization. The captivating history of Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, and the area known as the Fertile Crescent, unfolds through a pictorial
and illustrated journey. Through a robust glossary, sidebars, and thematic introductions the social studies content of this fascinating subject
becomes easily digestible, for even the most reluctant reader, while the further reading section inspires future research.
Teacher guides include insights, helps, and weekly exams, as well as answer keys to easily grade course materials! Help make your
educational program better - use a convenient teacher guide to have tests, answer keys, and concepts! An essential addition for your
coursework - team your student book with his convenient teacher guide filled with testing materials, chapter helps, and essential ways to
extend the learning program.
The Tigris and Euphrates rivers surround a region once known as Mesopotamia, the "cradle" of ancient civilizations that included Sumer,
Babylonia, and Assyria. This fascinating book follows both rivers from where they begin in Turkey, travel down through northern Syria and
Iraq, and join to form the Shatt al Arab before emptying into the Persian Gulf.
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and innovative textbooks for world history. It includes a brief-by-design narrative that focuses
on significant historical developments and broad themes in world history. With keen consideration of the needs of their student audience,
authors Robert W. Strayer and Eric W. Nelson provide an insightful, big picture synthesis that helps students discern what matters most in
world history--patterns and variations on both global and regional levels and continuity and change over time. Available for free when
packaged with the print book, the popular digital assignment options for this text bring skill building and assessment to a highly effective level.
The active learning options come in LaunchPad, which combines an accessible e-book with LearningCurve, an adaptive and automatically
graded learning tool that--when assigned--helps ensure students read the book; the complete companion reader with Thinking through
Sources digital exercises that help students build arguments from those sources; and many other study and assessment tools. For instructors
who want the easiest and most affordable way to ensure students come to class prepared, Achieve Read & Practice pairs LearningCurve
adaptive quizzing and our mobile, accessible Value Edition e-book, in one easy-to-use product.
The story of the Tower of Babel and of the confounding of the languages is more than just a myth invented by someone trying to explain the
existence of multiple languages. It is an actual historical event mentioned in the histories of multiple nations. Critics have often rejected the
story because of its connection to the Old Testament, while ignoring other ancient documents from other cultures where the same story is told
often in connection with the flood. The chapter before the one where this event is described in Genesis contains a listing of the descendants
of Noah in a document known as the ""Table of Nations."" In this book, those nations will be traced through history using ancient sources
whenever possible. This information will be combined with the history of man as written in DNA to confirm the truth of the story.
This major new text provides an introduction to the interaction of culture and society with the landscape and environment. It offers a broadbased view of this theme by drawing upon the varied traditions of landscape interpretation, from the traditional cultural geography of scholars
such as Carl Sauer to the 'new' cultural geography which has emerged in the 1990s. The book comprises three major, interwoven strands.
First, fundamental factors such as environmental change and population pressure are addressed in order to sketch the contextual variables
of landscapes production. Second, the evolution of the humanised landscape is discussed in terms of processes such as clearing wood, the
impact of agriculture, the creation of urban-industrial complexes, and is also treated in historical periods such as the pre-industrial, the
modern and the post-modern. From this we can see the cultural and economic signatures of human societies at different times and places.
Finally, examples of landscape types are selected in order to illustrate the ways in which landscape both represents and participates in social
change. The authors use a wide range of source material, ranging from place-names and pollen diagrams to literature and heritage
monuments. Superbly illustrated throughout, it is essential reading for first-year undergraduates studying historical geography, human
geography, cultural geography or landscape history.
Creation Through the age of Discovery (6000 BC to AD 1500) Chronologically based, but focused more on skill development Meant to be a
20 to 30 minute experience every day World history is combined with social studies in a one-year course. The Jr. High School student will see
history come to life no matter what their pace or ability. Developed by Dr. James Stobaugh, the courses grow in difficulty with each year,
preparing students for high school work. This is a comprehensive examination of history, geography, economics, and government systems.
This educational set equips students to learn from a starting point of God's creation of the world and move forward with a solid biblicallybased worldview. Volume I Covers - The Fertile Crescent, Egypt, India, China, Japan, Greece, Christian history, and more.
Examines the culture, politics, and history of Iraq and describes the geography of the country.
Exploring history in global framework, Lockard's SOCIETIES, NETWORKS, AND TRANSITIONS, VOLUME l: TO 1500: A GLOBAL
HISTORY, Fourth Edition, combines the accessibility and cultural richness of a regional approach with the rigor of comparative scholarship.
Emphasizing culture, social change, gender issues, economic patterns, science and religion, it helps you unravel the connections,
encounters, cooperation and conflicts of world and regional history. The author includes profiles of individuals from various walks of life as
well as highlights social life and cultural artifacts such as music, literature and art. Extensively revised, the text incorporates recent
scholarship throughout, examines various debates among historians and explains how historians use original documents. Insightful questions
help you reflect on the historical significance of text material -- and how it relates to you. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Holy is healthy! Learn to transform the natural, simple, tasty foods mentioned in the Bible into superb, easy-to- make dishes-everything from
appetizers to main courses, side dishes, and desserts. Each meal features only those ingredients mentioned in scripture or the closest
modern equivalent. Including explanations about the "Kosher" rules found in Leviticus and Deuteronomy, this guide will help you to eat
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healthily and deliciously-the Biblical way. * Written by an expert master chef and baker * Over 100 delicious recipes, including nutritional
components * Dozens of scripture quotes and interesting historical food facts

Ancient Mesopotamia, the fertile crescent between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in what is now western Iraq and eastern Syria,
is considered to be the cradle of civilization—home of the Babylonian and Assyrian empires, as well as the great Code of
Hammurabi. The Code was only part of a rich juridical culture from 2200–1600 BCE that saw the invention of writing and the
development of its relationship to law, among other remarkable firsts. Though ancient history offers inexhaustible riches,
Dominique Charpin focuses here on the legal systems of Old Babylonian Mesopotamia and offers considerable insight into how
writing and the law evolved together to forge the principles of authority, precedent, and documentation that dominate us to this
day. As legal codes throughout the region evolved through advances in cuneiform writing, kings and governments were able to
stabilize their control over distant realms and impose a common language—which gave rise to complex social systems overseen by
magistrates, judges, and scribes that eventually became the vast empires of history books. Sure to attract any reader with an
interest in the ancient Near East, as well as rhetoric, legal history, and classical studies, this book is an innovative account of the
intertwined histories of law and language.
A History of World Societies introduces students to the global past through social history and the stories and voices of the people
who lived it. Now published by Bedford/St. Martin's, and informed by the latest scholarship, the book has been thoroughly revised
with students in mind to meet the needs of the evolving course. Proven to work in the classroom, the book’s regional and
comparative approach helps students understand the connections of global history while providing a manageable organization.
With more global connections and comparisons, more documents, special features and activities that teach historical analysis, and
an entirely new look, the ninth edition is the most teachable and accessible edition yet. Test drive a chapter today. Find out how.
Download samples of Chapter 12 and Chapter 16. Or, read the preface.
Whatever your favourite tipple, when you pour yourself a drink, you have the past in a glass. You can likely find them all in your
own kitchen — beer, wine, spirits, coffee, tea, cola. Line them up on the counter, and there you have it: thousands of years of
human history in six drinks. Tom Standage opens a window onto the past in this tour of six beverages that remain essentials
today. En route he makes fascinating forays into the byways of western culture: Why were ancient Egyptians buried with beer?
Why was wine considered a “classier” drink than beer by the Romans? How did rum grog help the British navy defeat Napoleon?
What is the relationship between coffee and revolution? And how did Coca-Cola become the number one poster-product for
globalization decades before the term was even coined?
Earth’s Evolving Systems: The History of Planet Earth, Second Edition is an introductory text designed for popular courses in
undergraduate Earth history. Written from a “systems perspective,” it provides coverage of the lithosphere, hydrosphere,
atmosphere, and biosphere, and discussion of how those systems interacted over the course of geologic time.
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